
Risk

Since the onset of COVID-19, more people are relocating from cities 
to the suburbs. 

After spending 10 years in Manhattan, Anthony and David purchased their  rst home in the suburbs of 
New Jersey, but didn’t understand the typical risks that came with it. 

• Updating a damaged home to current building codes after a covered loss could add signi cant cost to your
reconstruction expenses. Standard insurance companies may not pay the cost of building upgrades, even
if required by law or local ordinance, and you could potentially be stuck with the large expense.

• If you’re not currently insured with Chubb, talk to your agent about this potential gap in your coverage.

Loss
Built in the early 1930s, their new home had rustic charm and older features, including a wood burning 
 replace. Without ordering an inspection or chimney �ue cleaning, the couple enjoyed the  replace for
several months, and were devastated when a build-up of creosote started a chimney  re, causing
$250,000 in damage to the roof and second �oor.

Solution
Many new homeowners su�er losses that could have been avoided if proper maintenance practices were 
in place, so find out what care is needed to keep your home safe.   Follow these tips to get started.

Not all insurance companies cover the total cost of meeting new building codes that are required by law
or local ordinance. 

After their  re loss, the overall electrical service (outlets, light switches, circuits) and structure in Antho-
ny and David’s home needed to be replaced. Rebuilding to code would have cost them an additional 
$20,000.  Fortunately, they are insured by Chubb and we paid to bring the damaged areas of their home 
up to the current code. 

What happens if you are not properly insured? 

Case Study 

Moving from cities to suburbs 
can be costly if you’re not aware 
of the risks

The claim scenarios described here are hypothetical and are intended to show the types of situations that may result in claims.  These scenarios are not based on actual claims and should 
not be compared to an actual claim.  Whether or to what extent a particular loss is covered depends on the facts and circumstances of the loss, the terms and conditions of the policy as 
issued and applicable law. Chubb is the marketing name used to refer to subsidiaries of Chubb Limited providing insurance and related services. For a list of these subsidiaries, please visit 
our website at  www.chubb.com.  Insurance provided by ACE American Insurance Company and its U.S. based Chubb underwriting company a�liates.  All products may not be available 
in all states. This communication contains product summaries only.  Coverage is subject to the language of the policies as actually issued.  Surplus lines insurance sold only through 
licensed surplus lines producers.  Chubb, 202 Hall's Mill Road, Whitehouse Station, NJ 08889.
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